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Romance Fiction 2012-03-02
a comprehensive guide that defines the literature and the
outlines the best selling genre of all time romance fiction
more than 2 000 romances are published annually making it
difficult for fans and the librarians who advise them to keep
pace with new titles emerging authors and constant
evolution of this dynamic genre fortunately romance expert
and librarian kristin ramsdell provides a definitive guide to
this fiction genre that serves as an indispensible resource
for those interested in it including fans searching for
reading material as well as for library staff scholars and
romance writers themselves this title updates the last
edition of romance fiction a guide to the genre published in
1999 while the emphasis is on newer titles many of the
important older classics are retained keeping the focus of
the book on the entire genre instead of only those titles
published during the last decade specific changes include
new chapters on linked and continuing romances a new
section on chick lit in the contemporary romance chapter an
expansion of coverage on the alternative reality subset this
is the romance genre guide to have

This Rake of Mine 2009-10-13
scandal outrage ruin rapture who knows where one kiss can
lead

Modernism, Fashion and Interwar
Women Writers 2017-06-12
an unprecedented sartorial revolution occurred at the
beginning of the twentieth century when the tight laced
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silhouettes of victorian women gave way to the figure of the
flapper modernism fashion and interwar women writers
demonstrates how five female novelists of the interwar
period engaged with an emerging fashion discourse that
concealed capitalist modernity s economic reliance on mass
manufactured uniform looking productions by ostensibly
celebrating originality and difference for edith wharton jean
rhys rosamond lehmann elizabeth bowen and virginia woolf
fashion was never just the provider of guidelines on what to
wear rather it was an important concern offering them
opportunities to express their opinions about identity
politics about contemporary gender dynamics and about
changing conceptions of authorship and literary productivity
by examining their published work and unpublished
correspondence this book investigates how the chosen
authors used fashion terminology to discuss the possibilities
available to women to express difference and individuality
in a world that actually favoured standardised products and
collective formations

Emmeline 2020-08-13
reproduction of the original emmeline by charlotte turner
smith

Emmeline 2003-08-12
the plot of charlotte smith s autobiographical first novel
emmeline 1788 includes the usual thrills of the eighteenth
century courtship novel abduction duels and a fairy tale
princess at the same time the novel satirically reworks such
literary conventions by focusing on the dangers of early
engagement and marriage and challenges a social and legal
system in which woment are inherently illegitimate subjects
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the broadview edition includes primary source material
relating to the novel s reception women marriage and work
and landscape in eighteenth century fiction mary hays s
biographical writing on smith is also included as is selected
correspondence

Emmeline Pankhurst 2002
this well structured fluent and lively account uses new
archival material to assess whether the prominent
campaigner for the women s right to vote should be seen as
a heroine or a tyrant a conservative or a progressive

Emmeline, the Orphan of the Castle
2022-09-04
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of
emmeline the orphan of the castle by charlotte smith
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the
books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Charlotte Smith's Emmeline, or,
The Orphan of the Castle
2023-09-12
in an exploration of the societal limitations for women
regarding marriage and property in the eighteenth century
this gothic masterpiece is an early work of feminist fiction
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emmeline is orphaned and raised in a grand castle in the
english countryside by her uncle lord montreville the
legitimacy of emmeline s birth cannot be proven and so she
has no property to inherit and no social standing with which
to find herself a husband and security as she navigates the
treacherous landscape of eighteenth century england she
must unravel the secrets of her birth in a time of societal
upheaval this volume is part of the mothers of the macabre
series celebrating the gothic horror masterpieces of
pioneering women writers who played a pivotal role in
shaping and advancing the genre first published in 1788
this classic work of gothic fiction was charlotte smith s first
novel against the backdrop of grand castles and lush
landscapes the volume delves into the complexities of class
gender and the plight of the marginalised

The London Miscellany 1866
19世紀英国 真冬のテムズ川に女性の死体が上がったとの連絡を受け 治安判事直属の警官である捕り手のグラ
ントは現場に急行した 瀕死の状態ながらまだ息がある女性を 彼はひとまず自宅に連れて帰る 襲われたらしい彼
女をかくまうというのが表向きの理由だが 実はもうひとつの隠された目的があった 炎のような髪 ロンドンに二
人といない美貌 彼女こそ あらぬ噂を流してグラントを侮辱した高級娼婦のヴィヴィアンだった しかし 意識を
取り戻した彼女はいっさいの記憶を失っていた かつての高慢さはすっかり影をひそめ まるで別人のように無垢
で 誰にでも思いやりを示すヴィヴィアンに グラントはどうしようもなく惹かれていく そして 恋心にせきたて
られるように真相を探り始める 大好評ボウ ストリート シリーズ 感動の第一作

想いあふれて 2007-11
this captivating love story with a twist is perfect for escapist
page turner a must read for fans of louise douglas dinah
jeffries and kristin hannah this engrossing read makes it
clear that secrets from the past never stay buried for long
an enchanting read if you liked pride prejudice or any of the
romantic classics you would like this woman s way i just
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loved it reader review exciting romantic and intriguing
reader review couldn t put it down once started reader
review a new life of hope and promise could be anything
but as the eldest of four daughters american heiress
emmaline nesbitt has always understood that she is obliged
to wed but no proposals have so far come her way until at a
ball in her family home she meets julius a handsome and
charming englishman who wastes no time in proposing to
her shortly after emmaline sails to england for her wedding
what awaits her on arrival is a long way from her
expectations she is brought to a strange house full of odd
guests and eccentric servants a far cry from the fine home
she was promised as well as a very different julius as the
days go by her fiancé changes beyond recognition so much
so that emmaline believes there is no future to their
relationship but that is before julius s past and the history of
his family and background make themselves plain to her

The Official Gazette of British
Guiana 1912
a forced betrothal a missing chambermaid and two unlikely
allies whose lives merge in a forbidden entanglement of the
heart emmeline is to be married to a heartless brute of a
man sold off like a pig at auction nothing more than a pawn
to secure her father s business dealings when the
handsome elias compton arrives at the hotel under the
guise of seeking employment she is instantly smitten elias
has come to the balfour hotel undercover his real mission is
to search for a missing woman who was last seen working
as a chambermaid at the hotel has she met with foul play
does the fiancé of the beautiful emmeline balfour have
anything to do with her disappearance one thing is certain
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there are some sinister goings on at the hotel as emmeline
and elias join forces to find the whereabouts of the missing
chambermaid they soon become entangled in affairs of the
heart if you like engaging mysteries with a touch of
romance suspenseful twists and turns and heartwarming
endings you will love the balfour hotel series the heiress s
secret love is a 30 000 word historical regency romance
with a touch of suspense and intrigue and an inspirational
theme of sweet love it is clean and wholesome with no
cliffhangers and a guaranteed happily ever after ending
keywords victorian marquess baron regency brides earl
viscount duke christian religious inspirational spirituality
sweet clean wholesome young adult teen romance
historical faith family love scandalous british courtship
governess

The True Book about Emmeline
Pankhurst 1963
a proper lady and a playful scoundrel engage in a battle of
wills and desires in usa today bestselling author charis
michaels one for the rogue i m her biggest fan new york
times bestselling author julia quinn beauregard beau
courtland has no use for the whims of society and even less
for aristocratic titles as a younger son he travels the world
in search of adventure with no plans to settle down even
when the title of viscount rainsleigh is suddenly forced upon
him he will not bend to duty or decorum not until an alluring
young woman appears on the deck of his houseboat
determined to teach him propriety in all things and
tempting him with every forbidden touch lady emmaline
crumbley has had a wretched year her elderly husband
dropped dead without naming her in his will and she s been
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relegated to the life of a dowager duchess at the age of
twenty three she has no wish to instruct a renegade
viscount in respectability but desperate to escape her
greedy stepson beau s family makes her an offer she
cannot refuse teach the new lord to behave like a
gentleman and they ll help her earn the new self sufficient
life of her dreams emmaline agrees only to discover that
instructing the viscount is one thing but resisting him is
quite another how can she teach manners to the rakish
nobleman if he is determined to show her the thrill of
scandal instead the bachelor lords of london series the earl
next door 1 the virgin and the viscount 2 one for the rogue
3

The Land Of Summer 2008-11-17
with her latest book new york times bestselling author boyle
begins a two book back to back romance set in regency
england original

The Heiress's Secret Love
2016-12-06
bestselling author valerie bowman sets the stage in regency
england for her playful brides series where couples
misadventures on the way to the altar are witty romantic
romps based on some of the world s most beloved plays the
eleventh book in the series no other duke but you is
inspired by william shakespeare s a midsummer night s
dream single lady seeks duke lady delilah montebank has
her marital sights set on the duke of branville there s just
one problem he barely knows she exists but no matter she s
got a plan to win him over with her charm her wit and
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perhaps the love potion she has in her possession wouldn t
hurt her cause lord thomas hobbs duke of huntley thinks his
best friend delilah s quest to become a duchess is ridiculous
he s always said he d rather give up all the brandy in london
than commit to one person for life besides he knows that
delilah s love potion can t possibly win over branville since
she accidentally gave it to him instead but perhaps this is
the excuse he needs to show her he s always loved her
delilah can t believe she gave the potion to the wrong duke
then again delilah could do a lot worse than win the hand of
her handsome best friend could it be that the right duke has
been before her eyes all along the playful brides novels are
wholly satisfying usa today smart and sensual rt book
reviews delicious kirkus reviews

One for the Rogue 2015-05-19
a novel about four women created by god with an eternal
purpose in mind and their remarkable journey the baby
chronicles is the story behind the scenes of creation of four
pre born baby girls who eventually meet in the us army
beverley emmaline joyce and margarette ann although
many of the pre borns you meet are excited about the
prospect of having an earth assignment at least three of
these four would rather stay in heaven with abba they don t
want to carry out their mission on earth especially with the
families they have been assigned to if you have ever
wondered where you were before you existed on earth this
book will give you pause to think of the possibilities you had
before you were even born
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Confessions of a Little Black Gown
2019-04-30
this best selling book is a timeless narrative of floating the
buffalo national river and roaming its hinterlands all the
while reflecting on its scenery geology flora fauna history
and archaeology

No Other Duke But You 1844
illuminating a significant moment in the development of
both american and feminist philosophical history this study
explores the experience and work of the women of the early
american idealist movement beginning in st louis missouri
in 1858 it became more influential as women joined and
contributed to its development many of these women were
pioneers in education and were expanding women s role in
it as teachers and scholars some were also ardent feminists
chief among them were susan e blow anna c brackett grace
c bibb ellen m mitchell lucia ames mead caroline e sherman
and may wright sewall providing new insights into the work
of the core group of women thinkers this volume includes
new information about women who became associated with
the movement as it expanded and developed offshoots in
other parts of the nation this includes the origins of the
philosophical idealist roots of their pacifist thought and
activism apparent in their writings and speeches and the
neo hegelian movement

Emmeline, the Orphan of the Castle
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2017-01-24
sixty people died in 1857 leaving behind their stories and
the tales of those involved in 1857 the desjardins canal
bridge collapsed under a toronto to hamilton train creating
one of the worst railway wrecks in north american history
sixty lives including that of the main contractor were lost
the story of how the great western railway was conceived
where it was located and how it was constructed is replete
with high irony covering political intrigue commercial
skullduggery and bold entrepreneurship woven into the
tragic events of that cold march evening are a cross section
of pre confederation canadians whose lives contrasted
sharply with the dour stereotypical view of pioneering
canada end of the line portrays the personalities of these
global travellers burgeoning industrialists and simple
railway servants all connected by the common thread of
catastrophe particular attention is focused on the little
known life of samuel zimmerman the irrepressible
contractor who died in the accident captured throughout is
the spirit of economic venture infecting the mood of the
continent

The Baby Chronicles 1967-01-01
a mysterious giant of a man with no memory or past
appears in the small town of birchwood maine he
immediately meets thirteen year old mary whitney who
hasn t spoken a word in more than a year who is this visitor
why are some people frightened of him what key does he
hold to the mysteries enveloping this community vain
shallow characters dominate the town s social structure
mary s mother has spent a lifetime in the grip of alcoholism
mary s father is seldom at home albert hicks an overweight
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deputy suffers from feelings of inadequacy robin cohen
mary s new schoolteacher harbors feelings of separation
and isolation the town s sheriff louis cranston struggles with
his own inner demons of guilt and loss that reach back to
his early childhood these are only collateral symptoms of
the darkest secret of all that s locked behind the silence of
a young girl the key to the mystery may rest with the body
of a murdered man found on the shores of the black lake
from which the stranger appeared the fate of a girl a town
the world and perhaps heaven itself are entwined within the
dark secret that lies at the heart of birchwood

The Buffalo River Country in the
Ozarks of Arkansas 2020-02-06
this unique collection of lucy maud montgomery s holiday
classics tales of christmas new year has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards christmas stories
a christmas inspiration the christmas surprise at enderly
road aunt cyrilla s christmas basket the falsoms christmas
dinner the josephs christmas the osbornes christmas
clorinda s gifts christmas at red butte a christmas mistake
the unforgotten one the red room new year stories uncle
richard s new year s dinner bertie s new year ida s new year
cake anne shirley series anne of green gables anne of
avonlea anne of the island anne s house of dreams rainbow
valley rilla of ingleside lucy maud montgomery 1874 1942
was a canadian author best known for a series of novels
beginning in 1908 with anne of green gables the book was
an immediate success the central character anne shirley an
orphaned girl made montgomery famous in her lifetime and
gave her an international following
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Women Philosophers Volume I
2013-02-16
kasey michaels aims for the heart and never misses new
york times bestselling author nora roberts still unmarried at
twenty eight lady emmaline daughtry has resigned herself
to spinsterhood then captain john alistair arrives at her door
the very image of the perfect lover of her most private
dreams but can a man with a secret and a woman who s
never known love find happiness when they least expect to
don t miss a chance to re read the enchanting prequel
novella to the delectable daughtry families series by new
york times bestselling author kasey michaels originally
published in 2009

End of the Line 2008-08-30
james johnson was born 20 november 1859 in brigham city
box elder co utah he was the son of jens jorgensen and
marie larson james married harriet emaline lamb 29
november 1880 in the lds temple in salt lake city utah they
were the parents of ten children james died 18 october
1940 in preston idaho descendants lived primarily in utah
idaho california and elsewhere

Birchwood 1900
with delightful characters and witty repartee a couple
pretends to be engaged as they solve a mystery in this
regency from a new york times bestseller publishers weekly
who would have thought a man could tire of being fawned
over and flirted with ever since cooper townsend returned
from france as a hero with a new title he has been
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relentlessly pursued by every marriageable miss in london
perhaps that s why the unconventional miss daniella foster
is so appealing she doesn t simper or flatter she only wants
him to help unmask her sister s blackmailer and coop has
never been so intrigued let every other woman in london
fight over his lordship s romantic attentions marriage is the
last thing on dany s mind at least until she samples his illicit
kisses now as a mutual enemy races to ruin coop s
reputation and dany s family name an engagement of
convenience will spark an unlikely passion that might save
them both kasey michaels aims for the heart and never
misses new york times bestselling author nora roberts

McClure's Magazine 2017-10-16
a wonderful book holmes sublimely illuminates sylvia s
extraordinary life the times a masterpiece vanessa
redgrave born into one of britain s most famous activist
families sylvia pankhurst was a natural rebel a free spirit
and radical visionary history placed her in the shadow of her
famous mother emmeline and elder sister christabel yet
artist sylvia pankhurst was the most revolutionary of them
all sylvia found her voice fighting for votes for women
imprisoned and tortured in holloway prison more than any
other suffragette but the vote was just the beginning of her
lifelong defence of human rights she engaged with political
giants warned of fascism in europe championed the
liberation struggles in africa and india and became an
ethiopian patriot her intimate life was no less controversial
the rupture between sylvia emmeline and christabel
became worldwide news while her romantic life drew public
speculation and condemnation rachel holmes interweaves
the personal and political in an extraordinary celebration of
a life in resistance painting a compelling portrait of one of
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the greatest unsung political figures of the twentieth
century a monument to an astonishing life daily telegraph
best biographies of 2020 a robust and sensitive biography
sunday times history books of the year a moving powerful
biography guardian

Lucy Maud Montgomery's Holiday
Classics (Tales of Christmas & New
Year) 2016-05-16
includes dead magic selkie cove and the wolf witch dead
magic immanuel wants nothing more than a peaceful life as
a scientist but his happiness is short lived when his past
demons refuse to go quietly as body snatching spirits attack
and creatures rise from the dead he fears his sanity is
slipping disillusioned with her life emmeline turns to a
handsome suitor who offers her a world of magic something
wicked is heading for london that threatens to destroy
everything emmeline and immanuel hold dear and it wants
more than secrets selkie cove immanuel never liked being
the museum s resident seal expert until a strange specimen
arrived part human part seal and a murder victim he knows
the only people who will believe him are the supernatural
agents of her majesty s interceptors upon arriving at seolh
wiga island adam and immanuel quickly discover that what
the island lacks in size it makes up for in mysteries at the
heart of it all is a series of disappearances murders and
devices connected to the island s sordid history the wolf
witch since returning to england from abroad emmeline
jardine has managed to get a place of her own maintain a
tenuous truce with her guardians and celebrate her new
found freedom by attending as many parties as she can
manage when she receives a mysterious invitation to a
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country estate deep in the woods emmeline soon finds she
is thrust into a world of werewolves monsters and secrets
from her family s past that threaten to bring the empire to
its knees

How to Woo a Spinster 1967
the book is a fictional memoir of a child s life on the isle of
man during the second world war and focuses on the child s
relationship with a german jewish opera singer interned in
ramsey the child s home town

James Johnson and Harriet
Emmeline Lamb 2016-03-29
all she wants is security the last place finishing school
instructor mrs jane munroe belongs is in polite society
vowing to never wed she s been scuttled around from post
to post now she finds herself in the marquess of waverly s
household she s never met a nobleman she liked and when
she meets the pompous arrogant marquess she remembers
why but soon she discovers gabriel is unlike any gentleman
she s ever known all he wants is a companion for his sister
what gabriel finds himself with instead is a fiery spirited
bespectacled woman who entices him at every corner and
challenges his age old vow to never trust his heart to a
woman but there is something suspicious about his sister s
companion and he is determined to find out just what it is
all they need is each other as gabriel and jane confront the
truth of their feelings the lies and secrets between them
begin to unravel and jane is left to decide whether or not it
is ever truly safe to love a lord
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A Scandalous Proposal 1974
polite society doesn t take lady anne adamson seriously
however anne isn t just another pretty young miss when
she discovers her father betrayed her mother s love and her
family descended into poverty anne comes up with a plan
to marry a respectable powerful and honorable gentleman a
man nothing like her philandering father armed with the
heart of a duke pendant fabled to land the wearer a duke s
heart she decides to enlist the aid of the notorious harry 6th
earl of stanhope a scoundrel with a scandalous past he is
the last gentleman she d ever wed however his reputation
marks him the perfect man to school her in the art of
seduction so she might ensnare the illustrious duke of
crawford harry the earl of stanhope is a jaded cynical rogue
who lives for his own pleasures having been thrown over by
the only woman he ever loved so she could wed a duke he s
not at all surprised when lady anne approaches him with
her scheme to capture another duke s affection he s come
to appreciate that all women are in fact greedy title
grasping self indulgent creatures and with anne s history of
grating on his every last nerve she is the last woman he d
ever agree to school in the art of seduction only his
friendship with the lady s sister compels him to help what
begins as a pretend courtship born of lessons on seduction
becomes something more leaving anne to decide if she can
give her heart to a reckless rogue and harry must decide if
he s willing to again trust in a lady s love

Emmeline and Her Daughters
2020-09-17
a history of the community and people of lawrence county
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arkansas

Sylvia Pankhurst 2021-12-28
forty five years after women s liberationists first laid down
their challenge chanting women demand equality and i m a
second class citizen their narratives are now so universally
accepted that few people dare speak truth to the power in
the land that feminism has undoubtedly become however
this book does just that opening with a startling revelation
in 2014 by mallory millett sister of kate millett a mentally ill
marxist apologist and probably the prime mover in the
women s liberation movement around 1970 their angry
creed is a detailed exposé of what she and her co
conspirators were planning from the start the author shows
how these activists influenced a generation of women many
of whom are now in prominent and powerful positions to
seek a seismic shift in the power balance between women
and men by dividing society along the fault line of gender
feminism has never been about equality for women it is
cultural marxism whose principles uphold matriarchy the
social superiority of women which is to be achieved through
the destruction of marriage the re engineering of the family
moving women en masse out of the home and into the
workforce and the disruption of society as we know it
describing how these activists have already secured
unreasonable and unfair privilege for women and girls he
points to the demonisation of manhood men s effective
social emasculation the invasion of men s social spaces to
the point of harassment and the relentless excision of
fathers from families he ends by warning of a coming
backlash from men
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Dear Dr. Roth ~ Letters to my
Website 2014-03
this meticulously edited collection presents the most
prominent figures of the women s suffrage movement in the
united states of america and the united kingdom elizabeth
cady stanton susan b anthony emmeline pankhurst anna
howard shaw millicent garrett fawcett jane addams lucy
stone carrie chapman catt alice paul this edition includes as
well the complete 6 volume history of the movement from
its beginnings through the ratification of the nineteenth
amendment to the u s constitution which enfranchised
women in the u s in 1920 elizabeth cady stanton 1815 1902
was an american suffragist social activist abolitionist and
leading figure of the early women s rights movement susan
brownell anthony 1820 1906 was an american social
reformer and women s rights activist who played a pivotal
role in the women s suffrage movement emmeline
pankhurst 1858 1928 was a british political activist and
leader of the british suffragette movement who helped
women win the right to vote anna howard shaw 1847 1919
was a leader of the women s suffrage movement in the
united states she was also a physician and one of the first
ordained female methodist ministers in the united states
dame millicent garrett fawcett 1847 1929 was a british
feminist intellectual political and union leader and writer
jane addams 1860 1935 known as the mother of social work
was a pioneer american settlement activist public
philosopher sociologist protestor author and leader in
women s suffrage and world peace lucy stone 1818 1893
was a prominent u s orator abolitionist and suffragist and a
vocal advocate and organizer promoting rights for women
carrie chapman catt 1859 1947 was an american women s
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suffrage leader who campaigned for the nineteenth
amendment to the united states constitution which gave u s
women the right to vote in 1920 alice stokes paul 1885
1977 was an american suffragist feminist and women s
rights activist
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